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The Original Dinerant 

"Modern American Cuisine"

Relish American cuisine in an elegant setting at the The Original Dinerant.

Conventional recipes are improvised upon by the chefs, to enable them to

suit the modern palate. The Stuffed Pork Chop, Smoked BBQ Brisket,

London Broil, Smoked Portabella and Buttermilk Fried Chicken are truly

delightful. With friendly, attentive service and a warm ambiance, The

Original Dinerant will satisfy your dining needs at any given time of the

day.

 +1 503 546 2666  www.originaldinerant.com  Info@originaldinerant.com  300 Southwest 6th Avenue,

Portland OR

 by --Filippo--   

Fuller's Coffee Shop 

"Defining the Diner"

Step into the 1940s when you enter this landmark restaurant in Portland's

booming Pearl District. The red vinyl swiveling stools stand poised and

ready for the next customer, while the servers greet everyone with a smile

and a pot of coffee. Fuller's Coffee Shop serves breakfast and lunch to

loyal patrons who stop in for a quick bite. Lawyers, students, beauticians

and construction workers share the counter space and conversations. Try

the fish and chips for lunch while the French toast is a favorite for

breakfast.

 +1 503 222 5608  136 Northwest 9th Avenue, Portland OR

Byways Cafe 

"Staid Menu"

You will find this gem tucked into an old fold of the Pearl District. Hip and

hot, the restaurant is come as you are. Through the years, it has not been

able to keep a name or owner, but the chef and menu have been

permanent fixtures. Breakfast dishes are unique and beyond comparison.

An average favorite like French toast is transformed when it is made with

an extra-thick bread and honey pecan butter. Also, you must try the

famous Big Valley Omelet. Portions fill even the meanest of appetites.

 +1 503 221 0011  www.bywayscafe.com/  1212 Northwest Glisan Street, Portland

OR

 by Nisa Yeh   

Cameo Cafe 

"A Lively Brunch Spot"

There are not too many places where you can get kimchi and omelets on

the same menu, but the Cameo Cafe is just that kind of place. Its location

is prime, in the middle of the humming Northeast Sandy Boulevard, and

its food has won much acclaim from local media and diners alike.

Traditional breakfast fare includes eggs, biscuits and gravy, waffles, and

omelets, alongside Korean specialties like the kimchi hash with hash

browns, eggs, kimchi and bacon, and egg pancakes so large they spill
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over the brim of your plate. Coffee, tea and hot chocolate completes the

all day breakfast menu at the Cameo Cafe. Come as you are at this unique

eatery.

 +1 503 284 0401  cameocafe@comcast.net  8111 Northeast Sandy Boulevard,

Portland OR
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